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1. Introduction  
 
Good morning colleagues, and thank you so much to the organisers for this 

opportunity to talk to you today about some matters that are very close to my 

heart. Nursing and Midwifery history, acceptance of a shared history, racism 

and cultural safety and how the professions can make amends. 

 

  
 
I am proud Nurrunga Kaurna woman -- which means I am from the York 

Peninsula in South Australia, more specifically Point Pearce mission.  

 

I would like to begin by paying my respects to the Traditional Custodians of 

this land the Darrak people and to Elders past and present, and to future 

emerging generations.  

 
I would also like to acknowledge Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 

colleagues who are here today, including members of the Congress of 

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Nurses and Midwives, the organisation 

which I have the great privilege to lead. 

 
I would also like to acknowledge all the Indigenous nurses and midwives who 

have gone before us;  



 

I like to introduce people to May Yarrowick, an Aboriginal nurse who trained in 

obstetric nursing in Sydney in 1903. 

 
Just take a moment to imagine what it must have been like for her, to work as 

an Aboriginal nurse in that era, - treating and caring for both Aboriginal and 

non- Aboriginal peoples.  

 

And she may well be our first Aboriginal woman qualified in western nursing.  

 
We now have more than 3,000 Indigenous Nurses and Midwives working 

across this great country.  

 

But let us not forget that Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people were 

performing the roles of nurses, midwives and healers for tens of thousands of 

years before the first formal nursing school was established on this land. 

 



  
 
And may I take this opportunity to invite you all to consider joining CATSINaM 

to help support the work that we do.  

 

We welcome our non-Indigenous colleagues to join us as affiliate members. 

 

We have approximately 900 members and I am proud to say that we have 

grown as an organisation to become a strong voice for Aboriginal and Torres 

Islander peoples’ health - and for our members, who include nurses, midwives 

and students.  

 

---But we would LOVE to see MORE of our colleagues joining us. 

 
As this audience well knows, there is strength in numbers,  

 



 
I love to share this slide because it illustrates the enormity of our professions 

and therefore the profound impact we can have in closing the gap  

 

Becoming a member will help us to honour a holistic and culturally safe 

approach to achieving optimal health and well-being for Indigenous 

communities. 

 
*** 
 

This morning, we are going perform an ASSESSMENT of our nursing and 

midwifery professions, and the systems in which we work.  

 

We hope to offer our care plan – AND MAKE some recommendations for 

interventions that WE BELIEVE could make a real and important difference to 

the lives and the health and wellbeing of Indigenous people.  

 



 
We thought we could use the framework of SOAP. I am sure many of you 

remember this framework or even still use it. – I’ll let you read the slide  

 

But before we begin the assessment, I thought I’d explain a little about why I 

am doing this presentation today together with Melissa Sweet.  

 
Melissa is a public health journalist, the founder of the public health news site 

Croakey,  

 

SLIDE – Croakey Website  
Melissa has just finished a PhD -- which I am sure she is going to tell you 

more about.  

 

As a result of doing this PhD, Melissa says she has gained a new 

understanding of what it means to describe herself as a non-Indigenous 

Australian. 

 

I first met Melissa over a cuppa in the café at the National Library in Canberra 

a few years ago.  

 



She was there doing some research and I had suggested we meet up, as I 

knew Melissa was doing some work with one of our members, Dr Lynore 

Geia, a senior nursing and midwifery academic at James Cook University in 

Townsville, and a Bwgcolman woman from Palm Island.  

 

  
Dr Geia was one of Melissa’s PhD supervisors, and Melissa also worked with 

Dr Geia in establishing the #IHMayDay – an Indigenous health Twitter festival 

that was first held in 2014. 

 

It has since grown to provide a powerful platform each May for non-

Indigenous health professionals and community members to listen to and 

learn from the people who know most about the health of Aboriginal and 

Torres Strait Islander people – and that is Aboriginal and Torres Strait 

Islander people ourselves.  

 
I hope that some of you were listening when CATSINaM tweeted during 

#IHMayDay17 this year! 

 
If you were, you would have heard our call for action  



 

• ONE. a National Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Health Authority to 

lead the development of national Aboriginal health policy and be “the 

watchdog for all expenditure on Aboriginal health and matters impacting on 

Aboriginal health” 

     

• TWO. a ‘Leaders in Indigenous Nursing and Midwifery Education Network’, 

through which universities and health services can develop and share good 

practice in culturally safe health care. ----It’s great to report that we have just 

received funding for this. 

     

• THREE. the embedding of Cultural Safety into Health Practitioners 

legislation like we see in NZ and Canada 

 

• FOUR. a dedicated National Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Nursing & 

midwifery Workforce Strategy to fast track workforce increases 

 

• FIVE.  continued funding for CATSINaM past June next year 

  
After that café meet-up, I subsequently invited Melissa to attend a two-day 

cultural safety workshop that CATSINaM held in Canberra, 

 

We have since shared many conversations on related matters.  

 

You may be surprised to know that there can be quite a bit of overlap between 

professional development for journalists and for nurses and midwives. 

 
Our plan this morning is that we are going to share the stage in our 

assessment taking and then we will take it in turns at being the journalist, 

interviewing each other. 

 

Throughout our presentation we will invite you to join us in some exercises. 

We will be facilitating from up here on the stage, if you don’t have pen and 

paper, we will ask that you join us in doing it as a mental exercise.  



 

And finally, we will end with some calls to action. 

 
As health professionals, we learn early in our training about the importance of 

making the time to take a comprehensive nursing notes of our patients and 

clients.  

 

If you don’t know someone’s history – and I don’t just mean their clinical 
symptoms, but their fullest history – then it’s unlikely you will be able to 

provide a useful intervention and a plan that is mutually owned. 

 

So, if we were taking a history of our profession, where would we start?  

 

  
On the positive note, nursing and midwifery unions in recent history have a 

strong history of standing together on issues of social justice -- and I don’t 

want us to lose sight of this! 

 

More broadly speaking about the profession’s history - why don’t we begin 

with Florence Nightingale, who lived from 1820 to 1910? 



 

She is certainly one of the historic icons of our profession, and is often 

described as “the world’s most famous nurse”. 

 

The Florence Nightingale Museum, at St Thomas’ Hospital in London, pays 

tribute to her work  

• nursing British and allied soldiers in Turkey during the Crimean War.  

• And of course, we observe International Nurses Day each year on her 

birthday, May 12. 

 

No doubt Nightingale was an exceptional woman whose work made a 

difference… But these heroic accounts are not the full story.  

 

Nightingale’s studies of Indigenous peoples in Australia and in other parts of 

the world are not so widely known. 

 

Recently I’ve been reading two related documents by Nightingale. 

 

  
The first paper, “Sanitary statistics of Native Colonial Schools and Hospitals”, 

published in 1863, documents a survey she distributed to colonial schools and 



hospitals investigating the health of what she calls “the decaying races” in the 

colonies, including Australia, Canada, what was then called Ceylon and South 

Africa.  

 

She wrote of the inevitable decline and extinction of “these unhappy races”, 

whom she said appeared more susceptible to diseases than “civilised men”. 

 

The second paper, published in 1865, is called “Note on the Aboriginal races 

of Australia”. Nightingale read it to the annual meeting of the National 

Association for the Promotion of Social Science, at York in 1864.  

 

The paper cites a letter that Nightingale received from a Western Australian 

resident running “a native school”. Mrs Camfield of King George’s Sound 

wrote: 

 

“There is not in nature, I think, a more filthy, loathsome, revolting creature 

than a native woman in her wild state. Every animal has something to 

recommend it; but a native woman is altogether unlovable.” 

 

That Florence Nightingale would repeat and circulate such descriptions is 



something to reflect upon the next time you hear her praised as a feminist 

icon. 

 

Of course, Nightingale’s views and language were not exceptional by the 

standards of white people of that era – many of whom were so blinded by 

their colonial worldviews, they were incapable of seeing my people as 

anything other than “savages” – a term that also crops up in Florence’s writing 

 

 
 They were blind to our incredible rich and sophisticated cultures and 

knowledges; we could have taught western medicine and nursing so much if 

only people had stopped to listen, to develop meaningful relationships with us 

and to value OUR ways of knowing, being and doing.  

 

In fact, if we look at Aboriginal history during this time we find that it is a 

period of massacre and genocide – Aboriginal death at settlement 1788 to 

1850 suggests a population decline of 80% - 96%  

 



 
 

I will now invite Chloe onto the stage to give us a visual demonstration of 

Australia’s timeline or history 

 

This a 4-meter tape representing 40.000 years i.e. 1m = 10,000 

I will now ask Chloe to place her finger on the period where colonization 

occurred in stark contrast to 40000years of Aboriginal culture 

  



  
Many of the settlers & convicts relied on Aboriginal medicines administered by 

bush nurses -- and settler women were assisted in birth by our Indigenous 

midwives 

A sobering thought is that we know the name of every convict who died at 

Sydney Cove -- but we only know of 3-4 dozens of Kadigal people who died in 

the Sydney epidemic in 1791.  



 
 

Nightingale’s publications are just part of a much larger picture of scientific 

and medical research and practice that pathologised us; that perpetuated 

traumatic interventions upon us – like sterilisation; that ripped our families 

apart and sought to sever our connections to country and culture.  

 

Melissa is going to talk more on this. 



 
These views are deeply seeded in ‘Darwin’s theory of evolution’ & eugenics 

which made these actions easily digestible by many … 

 

Nightingale was far from alone in promoting a view of Indigenous people as a 

dying race headed for extinction. 

 

Indeed, our nursing and midwifery professions have a long history of inflicting 

harm upon Indigenous people.  

  



 
Just think of the Stolen Generations policies that ripped families apart over 

decades. Researchers report that some communities have a “collective 

memory” of the involvement of maternity hospitals in the forceful removals of 

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander children. 

 

At one Queensland settlement, when sick children were admitted to hospital, 

they were sometimes discharged into dormitories rather than back to their 

families.  

 

Imagine the legacy of that!  

 

What parent in their right minds would want to take their sick child to hospital 

if it meant they’d then be taken away?! 

 



My Nanna as a 12-year-old was lined up with her peers from Point Pearce 

mission and had her adult teeth ripped out to be replaced with false teeth for 

the remainder of her life -- all because the superintendent of that mission 

didn’t want to deal with ‘toothaches from mission kids’  

 

If you read the memoirs of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples, it is 

very common for our stories to refer to distressing interactions with health 

services and health professionals.  

 

Dr Stephen Hagan, whose recently completed doctorate examined racial bias 

by judges, has written about his sister asking a nurse for some pain relief 

when in severe pain while carrying twins.   

 

He says his sister never forgot the vicious words of the nurse: ‘You’re a silly 

little black bitch. You got yourself pregnant too young, so serve you right. I 

hope the pain teaches you a lesson’.  

 

A Wiradjuri scholar, Dr Lawrence Bamblett, has written about how members 

of the Erambie community recall a segregated ward at the back of the hospital 

where women gave birth and where “…everything was marked A.B.O. 

Napkins, bedpans, sheets, everything was segregated”. 

 

For many decades in the 20th century, Indigenous people were turned away 

from mainstream health services or segregated, often in poor conditions.  

 

They were treated on verandas or in sheds, or housed in horse stables or 

worse.  

 

Our workforce still includes nurses who remember having to deny their 

Aboriginality in order to be admitted to training.  

 
Prof Gracelyn Smallwood recently recalled a story of her early career as a 

nurse whereby her peers placed a string on her cup so other nurses knew her 

cup and kept it separate to the communal cups. 



 

These feelings for us are long remembered – inter-generationally and they 

play out in the vital signs or the Objective. 

 

 
 

We see these statistics - 3rd world statics in a first world country  

 

Today, our members continue to experience racism in their workplaces, as 

well as the stresses of working in white systems that continue to be blind to 

the limitations of their white worldviews and practices. 

 

This is a critical barrier to the recruitment and retention of our members– 

remembering that we have a long way to achieve parity in our representation 

in the workforce – at present we are only 1% of the workforce. 

 

Of course, it’s not only our CATSINaM members who suffer.  

 
For many of our students who are not from dominant culture. They express 

that they often feel this pressure to change who they are – to behave white. 



This particularly prominent for our kids who are questioned about their 

identity.  

 

You may have heard about the recent survey by my colleagues at the 

Australian Indigenous Doctors Association, showing that racism is so endemic 

in the health system that 10 percent of their survey respondents reported 

concealing their identity at work in order to avoid racism and bullying.  

 
Findings like these are deeply worrying; if the health system cannot provide a 

culturally safe environment for Indigenous doctors, what hope is there for 

patients?! 

 

The poorest outcome of this is fatal -- like in the case of Ms Dhu – which 

Melissa will also talk about. 

 

And we still see these disparities:  

• non-Indigenous patients are about 3 times more likely to receive a 

kidney transplant compared to Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 

patients with the same level of need[ii] 

• Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander patients are both less likely to 

receive a kidney transplant and less likely to be wait-listed for a one[iv] 

• Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people with lung or prostate 

cancer were less likely to receive a surgical procedure for their cancer 

than the non-Indigenous population [vi] 

 

Now that we’ve started taking our collective history, let’s think about some of 

the ‘diagnosis’ of the situation 

 

Of course, diagnosis or assessment cannot be made without a framework of 

knowledge, usually understanding that a set of symptoms put together can 

inform a diagnosis – so I am going to try to put us on the same page here. 

 

One of the most prevalent symptoms my colleagues at CATSINaM regularly 

see expressed is a form of unconscious bias associated with whiteness  



Whiteness being defined as  

 

systems and ideologies that place white people in dominant positions with 
unfair privileges while rendering these privileges invisible to those benefiting 

from them. 
 
For me, this means non-Indigenous peoples are affirmed by everything 

around them – you walk through a hospital and it affirms you, because it has 

been built by - and is run by people of your culture – it’s seamless  

 

I am very conscious to point out that this is about culture not colour. - even 

though the term ‘white is used’. 

 

An example of this that many Aboriginal People live in fair skin but their 

culture is not affirmed in many environments that walk and live in.  

 

In fact, they hear many conversations about their people and culture that are 

unedited. 

 

People who experience the benefits of white privilege often are completely 

unaware of this.  

 

My experience is that I grew up being acutely aware of not being affirmed.  

 

For example, growing up I saw no Indigenous news readers, shop owners, or 

bands. Because I belong to 3 % of the population I am used to being the only 

person of my culture in a room.  

 

I know how it feels to be a minority & I often say to my non-indigenous 

colleges that they should try to feel this too, it’s good for reflective practice – 

try on a different lens!!! 

 



 
Often people suffering from this blindness have no idea of the many ways in 

which the traumatic history of colonisation -- and our profession’s part in this – 

continues to play out in the lives of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 

people, causing such grief, loss and sorrow.  

 

When we do acknowledge our shared history, I am sure many Australians 

would rather not celebrate Australia Day on 26th January, a date that 

symbolises dispossession and trauma for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 

peoples. 

 
Now let’s consider another symptom that I often see expressed, whether on 

television, in the newspaper headlines or in our health system. 

 



  
This symptom is fragility – when you grow up with all of the unacknowledged 

privileges of being a member of the dominant society, you are simply not used 

to coping with racial stress.  

 

We see this in the silencing of health professionals in Manus Island – 

sweeping difficult situations of race under the carpet.  

 

Discussions about race, or about concepts such as white privilege can 

provoke feelings of discomfort, denial, and anger.  

 

Recognizing and naming it can be a helpful way to stay engaged in 

discussions about racism and in ongoing racial justice work,  

 

…..especially when it becomes uncomfortable.  

 
 
Often when one of our members makes a complaint about racism in the 

workplace, the immediate and instinctive reaction of her colleagues is to deny 

her experience.  



 

With comments like ‘That’s not racism’ or ‘just ignore him’ or – even worse – 

‘what’s your problem’  

 

Immediate response by an Aboriginal person is often feelings of discomfort, 

being unheard or denied. 

 

To be able to diagnose or identify what racism is we need to understand it  

 

I first knew racism as an uncomfortable embarrassing feeling in my stomach, I 

am sure many of you know it as that uncomfortable feeling too 

 

But we are quick to mis- diagnose and place it on a downgraded care 

pathway because we don’t see it for what it is -- and/or the cure is complex 

and there is no quick fix solution and because it makes us uncomfortable  

  

One of solutions for me is to know it, talk about it and agree to deal with it 

through a multipronged strategy  

 

 Let us now talk about ‘diagnosis Racism’ 

 

You might ask -- but what is my role as a white person? 

 
My answer is you belong to 97% of the population -- the power and the 

privilege lies with you to change it. I am a part of the 3% who is most affected 

by racism  

 
I now want to get you involved - for 2 minutes I want you to think about … 

 

Your own experience with racism: 

• What you have witnessed? 

• What you have experienced? 

• What others have told you? 

 



Then take another minute and on a piece of paper write down your answers to 

these questions 

 

What % of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Australians 

 

• Experience racism in their personal lives and then 

 

• Report that they experience racism in their personal lives  

 

Evidence from research tells us that 93% of 153 Aboriginal South Australians 

reported they experienced racism in both informal and formal settings – 

including the health system 

 

In a 2011 survey of 755 Aboriginal Victorians, 97% had experienced racism in 

the previous 12 months, most people experienced racism multiple times, with 

more than 70% reporting eight or more incidents a year 

 

 
 

As this slide suggests, racism in the health system has serious consequences 

for health care and health outcomes of Indigenous people 

 

I now want to step into some concepts that CATSINaM works with and has 

defined – concerning racism  



 

I want to acknowledge that I could spend many hours talking on this topic and 

therefore this is just a brief overview. 

 
If you had to explain racism to someone who knew nothing about it, what 

words or phrases would you use? 

 

I will give you a minute to write one word/phrase  
 
Now we are going to talk about the dimensions of racism and you can begin 

to categorise your list or phrases against these four dimensions  

 
 

It is important to be able to recognise and articulate these different 

dimensions. 

The first two dimensions are individual responses where we have a choice to 

act upon them: 



 
Racial prejudice: it’s an Attitude - it can be expressed in your head or said 

out loud:  

 

Comments like You're too pretty to be Aboriginal, or you don’t look Aboriginal, 

comments like ‘yes - but you’re not like the rest of them you’re different’ 

 

Seeing Aboriginal people and feeling unsafe, or feeling like you can’t ask 

someone if they are Aboriginal? Health Practitioners report that they feel 

uncomfortable asking if a person is Aboriginal as they may offend them or 

they don’t ask if someone doesn’t look Indigenous. 

 

Acting on this is Racial discrimination – the behaviour  
Examples include – Security following people, being refused entry, 

emergency departments – being triaged into a downgraded care pathway 

compared to non - Indigenous people with the same symptoms, (evidence 

based research shows this does occur) 

 



  
Racial Prejudice and Discrimination is fed by Cultural racism & 
Institutional Racism: 
 
Cultural racism: it’s sown into us unconsciously, it’s myth telling!!!! 
and it’s out of our individual control:   

The problem is placed with Aboriginal people  

For example the language used i.e. the Aboriginal health problem  

An alternative to this is “these are the issues Aboriginal people face” 

Aboriginal people get a lot of benefits 

Aboriginal people drink a lot 

-- Without exploring where these beliefs come from  

 

Institutional Racism: again, out of our individual control – Exclusions in 

Governance structures, sporting codes where we are over-represented and 

yet there are no Indigenous coaches, CEOs or presidents at these clubs 

 

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people are exposed to racial stress from 

the day we are born – if not before.  

 



Like many other Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander parents, I have taught 

my children strategies for negotiating the highly racialized environment that is 

Australia.  

 
 

My daughter Alicia is often told that she doesn’t look Aboriginal – the reply I 

have taught my daughter is ask them if you put milk into a cup of tea -- is it 

still a cup of tea? But additionally, I have taught my children where this 

thinking stems from – our inheritance. A strength in identity is so important for 

our kids -- but what else to cure unconscious bias and racism? 

 
Perhaps we can think of it like a virus; unless we make conscious efforts to 

stop its spread, the unconscious bias is transmitted between generations of 

people, and thus replicated perpetually. 

 



 
 
So my plan -- although it’s a part of much a bigger intervention that is needed 

to eradicated racism -- would have to include: 

  

Cultural Safety as a treatment. 

  

Embedded throughout our teachings, and learning institutions ensuring that 

we have a shared history of the professions history. 

 

Cultural safety embedded in our national health practitioners legislation so 

that as professionals, our registration requires a demonstration of this.  

 

Cultural safety throughout our health systems so that systems & institutions 

support our culturally safe practice. 

  

One antidote for racism is Cultural Safety  

 

So what is it? 

 
Can you quickly answer these questions… 
 

• Have you attended ‘cultural safety training’? 



• Rate your understanding of cultural safety? 

• Rate your ability to explain the difference between cultural awareness 

and cultural safety training? 

 
 

 
 

• Raising the awareness and knowledge of participants about the 

experiences of cultures different from their own - in particular, different 

from dominant culture – So it’s outward looking  

 

• If racism is named, the focus is on individual acts of racial prejudice 

and racial discrimination -- rather than racism as it is embedded in 

systems 

 

• Historical overviews may be provided, but the focus is on the individual 

impact of colonisation, rather than the inherent embedding of 

colonising practices in contemporary health and human services 

institutions 

 

 



• Maintains an ‘other’ rather than a clear self-reflective focus for 

participants – people attend to learn about Aboriginal people and 

culture, not about themselves  

 

• Non-Aboriginal participants are not usually asked to engage in critical 

self-reflection about:  

• themselves, their culture and how racism is embedded at an 

institutional level 

 

Cultural awareness may have place in local cultural emersion but can be very 

dangerous in ‘the notion of othering and romanticising indigenous peoples’ 

and not asking people to consider deeper constructs and associated attitudes. 

 
 
 

CATSINAM delivers cultural safety training and the largest myth is that 

participants believe they will learn about Indigenous culture – how to treat an 

Aboriginal person via a tick list.  

 

But as you can see, by Tindale’s map of languages we are not homogenous – 

like non-Indigenous Australia, we are unique. And therefore, there is no 

cookie cutter approach – in fact, no one could ever learn all of the nuances of 

our Peoples  



 

In contrast to cultural awareness, people are asked to tune into their 

unconscious bias, turn their gaze towards themselves and critically reflect 

 

They  

• Explore racism through all levels – individually, through to systems  

• Understand whiteness – unpack it and its impact 

• They are asked to step into their responsibility. 

• To understand that there is no pinnacle – that this is a life long journey 

• To challenge myths  

 

Now that I have explained Cultural Safety vs Cultural Awareness I want to ask 

you to reflect on your answers and consider if you would change your 

responses? 

 

Going back to myths they are so powerful – here is a video we use to debunk 

some well-known myths  

 

So, the challenges are big and here are some beginning challenges  

• Think about how collectively you can support us change systems and  

• Embedding CS into health practitioner’s legislation 

• Gain Historical acceptance – via a commission into truth and 

reconciliation 

• Individually 

•  Be informed about the upcoming referendum 

• Undertake CS yourself …. 

 
And Be brave – Be champions & myth busters 
 

Now I’d like us to take a brief pause to consider some other aspects of our 

collective history.  

 
Let me ask you a few direct questions to consider: 
 



 
• When you went to school, did you learn that Australia was discovered by 
Captain Cook and did you also learn about the brave European explorers, 
pioneers and settlers, and hence the monuments built to honour them. 
 
OR 
 
• Did you learn that Australia was discovered over 40,000 years ago by 
Aboriginal People and the brutality of the colonial invasion that led to 
unspeakable brutalities and atrocities being committed upon Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait Islander men, women and children? Did you visit any Aboriginal 
monuments when you were at school? 
 
 
When you studied nursing, did you learn about “the problems” of Aboriginal 
and Torres Strait Islander peoples? 
Did you learn about Florence?  
 
OR 
 
• Did you learn about our incredible strength and resilience – and our 
sophisticated cultures and knowledge systems that are older than the 
pyramids? 
Did you learn about the bush nurses who nursed white settlers and our 
midwives who birthed this nation? 
 
 
• When I ask you to think about racism, do you think it’s someone else’s 
problem? That if you hear a racist comment you would stand-up against it? 
 
OR 
 
• Do you understand that racism is so pervasive and institutionalised in this 
country that it is largely invisible to those who are not directly affected by it? 
And that it is thus everyone’s problem. 
 
• How did you feel when I talked about whiteness as a serious threat to health 
–Did it make you feel angry and uncomfortable? 
 
OR 

 

Did it ring true with your lived experience? 

 

In closing I encourage you to reflect upon these questions and consider this 

video by Reconciliation Australia about our shared history and the Australia 

CATSINaM aspires to see. 

 



 


